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COVID-19 KILLS AT LEAST 3 MEN IN S000 FACILITIES!
Editor's Note: Nothing shows how dangerous
a killer Covid-19 can be as clearly as does
news of others like us dying from it in other
sex offender civil commitment 'SOCC") facilities. These victims are all I know of at this
time. Expect more reports later.

Massachusetts
A. Estes 8 V: Coleman, "Judge Frees Vulnerable Massachusetts Treatment Center Inmate
after Roommate Dies: State Officials Confirm
Two Coronavirus Deaths at Bridgewater
Prison," Boston Globe, April 3, 2020
Text excerpts:
'A superior court judge on Friday ordered
the release of Glenn Christie, age 54, an
especially vulnerable inmate at the Massachusetts Treatment Center, just after his roommate died of coronavirus at the Bridgewater
facility, his attorney said....
Prison officials confirmed that a second
inmate had died after testing positive for
Covid-19. ...[That] inmate was in his lOs, had
underlying health conditions, and had been
incarcerated at the Massachusetts Treatment
Center since 2016....
Treatment center inmates, most of whom
have been convicted of serious Sex crimes,
are especially prone to infection because they
share rooms, communal toilets, and showers
with several other inmates.
Several other inmates told the [Boston]
Globe they have been kept in the dark about
the outbreak at the center. Relatives and
friends of some of them tried to send a Globe
story detailing the conditions at the facility, but
the stories were rejected as posing a safety
risk to the facility.
Inmates have been in lockdown for two
weeks. That means most can leave their
rooms only to use the bathroom, shower, get
their medication, and make short phone calls.
But being in a lockdown doesn't mean the
threat of infection is eliminated or even reduced. Christie said the inmates in his units

lined up in a hallway to get their meals and
medication, 50 or more at a time.
'Congregate settings like prisons are at a
massive increased risk of outbreak, and that's
exactly what we're seeing,' said Christie's
attorney."
One confinee in MSOP-Moose Lake reports
being informed by his attorney that two more
Massachusetts confines have died.

Florida
Eldon Dillingham, "Death of Person in Florida
Civil Commitment," (email, April 9, 2020)
Text excerpt:
'A few minutes ago, I received word from a
detainee in the Florida Civil Commitment
Center, Arcadia, Florida, that Joe Jackson,
another detainee [there] died as a result of
Covid
Kathryn Varn, "Coronavirus Kills One, Infects
Another, in Florida Sex Offender Treatment
Center," Tampa Bay Times, April 10, 2020
Text excerpt:
"A resident in a sex offender treatment facility has died from Covid-19, the illness caused
by the novel coronavirus. Another resident is
sick with the disease. The outbreak is taking
place in Florida's Civil Commitment Center, a
privately run treatment facility in DeSoto
County for sex offenders held under [Florida
law]. ...The facility is run by Wellpath Recovery Solutions, ...through contract with
[Florida].
Tampa attorney Jeanine Cohen also confirmed that [the man], a client of hers . . had

[COPD], an inflammatory lung condition, and
was on oxygen. He got sick about the third
week in March and spent 10 days in a hospital, including the ICU. After that, he bounced
between the hospital and the center as his
condition worsened.
The 720-bed center isn't a prison or jail, but
it has similarities to those institutions. It's a
secure facility where hundreds of people are
living and working in a restrictive setting and
have contact with each other in communal
spaces. Civil rights advocates have warned
that [such facilities] can easily become hotbeds for infection, and that has already started to play out in prisons across the country,
including in Florida. 'It's going to spread like
wildfire,' Cohen said."

New York
Rick Karlin of the Times Union newspaper
reported on April 14th that 'At least 18 people-9 inmates and 9 staff—have been infected with Covid-19 at the Central New York
Psychiatric Center which houses sex offenders who [are] civilly confined [there]."
"It's basically a death trap in here,' said one
resident,,."
"Another patient ...said he was informed at
least one person tied to the facility had died
as a result of [Covid-19] symptoms."

New Jersey
Eldon Dillingham of CURE-SORT reports
receiving a phone call from one confinee in
the Avenel, NJ SOCC facility stating the facility was in "total lockdown" after two confines
tested positive for Covid-19. One confinee is
rumored to have died of it.
Editor's Closinq Note: Despite stay-home
orders and other governmental actions, remember that you are your last line of defense.
Don't drop your guard! Use all precautions constantly! Your life is in your hands!

Freedom of Communication Issue
Editor's Introduction: Only recently (taking a
cue from the favorable SCOTUS decision in
Packingham) have courts begun to take the
free speech, free press, and free thought
guarantees of the First Amendment seriously
when it comes to sex offenders. Prior to that,
complaints by sex offenders - especially
those confined in S000 facilities - were
regularly dismissed without serious examination. Worse, some adverse decisions actually
further sequentially eroded those rights.
As a result, SOCC facilities came to believe
that their confinees simply had no First
Amendment rights. Mail was regularly delayed, even discarded on whim of facility staff.

Outrageous rules not heard of even in prisons
for the last half-century have often virtually
choked off nearly all lines of communication by
any confinee with the outside world. One
example is one state's restriction of mail to
letters only from and to a very short list of
correspondents for any given confinee, with
each correspondent allowed to write only to
that particular confinee in that facility.
This has been quite deliberate. Our captors,
realizing that their future paychecks depend
on our continued confinement, have signed
onto incessant, massive propaganda campaigns to convince the public that we are
monsters. Communication has been almost

totally extinguished to eliminate our voices
from getting through to those outside. The
aim is to hold us incommunicado. Then we
will be just voiceless imagined objects to
vilify.
Now, however, the tide appears to be turning. Although this may be slow at first, the
sweeping nature of First Amendment rights
requires that everyone must have them,
limited only to the least extent of only truly
compelling government needs.
Thus, we can prevail on all of these rights, if
we adamantly and wisely litigate all restrictions foist upon us. I do not refer to
(Continued on page 2)
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random, isolated lawsuits by legally
uneducated pro se confinees about trivial
issues of their own. I speak of major
cases for which the volunteer services of
dedicated civil liberties lawyers well
versed in First Amendment caselaw are
needed. The following articles should
convince you that this is a powerful trend
of minds opening to our morally and
ethically compelling claims of this kind.
The time is right, and the metal is hot.
Use both to forge a line of decisions
acknowledging and detailing our tights to
full and effective communication with the
outside world!

Sweeping but Vague
Claims of "Security"
or Treatment Effica.cy Do Not Justify
Bans on Mail, Publications, or Internet
Access.
Al M. Dean, "Turner, Thornburgh, and an
Inmate's Right to Read: The Chelsea
Manning Case and Possible Solutions to
BOP and USDB Regulation Language,'
41 Vermont Law Rev. 635 (Spring 2017)
[Text Excerpts:]
p. 639: "HISTORY AND BACKGROUND
A. Incoming Publications to Federal
Prisons and 28 C.F.R.540.71
"The BOP first promulgated § 540.71 in
1979, and the USDB rules were amended
to include the language in 2009. The
publication request is deemed necessary
'to determine if an incoming publication is
detrimental to the security, discipline, or
good order of the institution or if it might
facilitate criminal activity.'18 Wardens are
permitted to reject a publication only on
these grounds; rejections are not permitted solely based on 'religious, philosophical, political, social or sexual' content, or
because the content is unpopular or
repugnant."' Subsection (b) provides a
non-exhaustive list of publications that
may be rejected, including depictions of
violence, drugs, escape methods, sexually explicit material, or activities that may
cause group disruption.20 Wardens
cannot establish their own lists of excluded publications, and therefore must review requests on a case-by-case basis.21
In addition, the wardens must advise both
the inmate and the sender of unacceptable material of the reasons for rejection."

pp. 641-42: "...[T]he Martinez opinion
narrowed the constitutional concerns to
the rights of outsiders sending and receiving correspondence.40 The legal status of
inmates therefore did not affect the standard of review, as the Court did not consider the rights of prisoners and free persons
as fundamentally different.41"
pp. 642-043: '[In Turner,] the State prohibited inmate-to-inmate correspondence.
In the Turner majority opinion, Justice
O'Connor severely limited the applicability
of the Martinez standard by noting that the
correspondence provision did not affect
non_pdsoners.51..." [This is not true in
states like the one cited above, however.]
pp. 643-44: "In Thornburgh v. Abbott,
Justice Blackman explicitly overruled
Martinez, lowering the standard of review
for situations pertaining to correspondence with non-incarcerated persons to
Turners four-part 'reasonable relationhip' test""
pp. 651-52: "The Seventh Circuit reviewed a Central District of Illinois judgment in Brown v. Phillips, which concerned institutional restrictions on sex
offenders' access to adult-rated movies
and video games.10' The opinion held
that the restriction is rationally related to
security, rehabilitation, and antirecidivism, particularly where certain
video game consoles are capable of
accessing the internet,109. However, the
Circuit explained that it could not grant
summary judgment in favor of the respondent, Warden Larry Brown.1" Recognizing the necessary deference afforded to Brown, the Circuit required 'some
data ... to connect the qoal of reducinq
the recidivism of sex offenders with a ban
on their possessing legal adult pornography,' conceding that a 'common sense'
approach could go either way.111"
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18 28 C.F.R. § 540.70 (2016).
19 Id.,540.71(b).
20 to.
21 ld.,540.71(c).
22 Id., § 540.71(d)-(e).
40 Id., at 408-09 ("The wife of a prison
facilities came inmate who is not permitted to read all
( ( to believe that that her husband wanted to say to her
their confinees simply had no First
has suffered an abridgement of her
Amendment rights.
interest in communicating with him as
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plain as that which results from censorship of her letter to him. In either
event, censorship of prisoner mail
works a consequential restriction on
the First and Fourteenth Amendments
rights of those who are not prisoners.').
41 id. at 409.
51 Id. at 85 (citing Procunier v. Martinez, 416 U.S. 396, 408-09 (1974).
SO Id. at 413-14 (courts must not construe Martinez as distinguishing between incoming correspondence from
prisoners and non-prisoners, and that
the 'Court accomplished much of this
step when it decided Turner").
108 Brown, 801 F.3d at 855.
109 Id. "First, consoles capable of
accessing the internet allow detainees
to contact victims of their crimes; the
ban on these consoles thus advances
the state's interest in protecting the
public. Second because these consoles permit inmates to download,
manipulate, share, and store illegal
pornography, the ban also promotes
the state's legitimate interest in preventing crime,' Id.
[Editor's Note: First, this comment
implies a belief that inmates generally,
and the plaintiff particularly would
necessarily misuse access to the
Internet in these ways if they, and he,
had the chance. No evidence supports
this assumption however. So the first
answer is that disciplinary findings of
misdeeds could include a bar specific
to the inmate (here, confinee) misusing
such internet access. Barring L11confinees from accessing the internet
merely upon a presumption that some
one among the population of all confinees would engage in such misconduct is a severe, sweeping denial of
First Amendment rights simply bee
cause of their status. Second, assuming arguendo this assumption to be
reasonable, there are less restrictive
ways to prevent such misconduct in
any event. This includes the modern,
comprehensive methods of: (1)
'filtering' internet content; and (2)
automated monitoring of internet use,
with immediate interdiction of access to
any website or web page determined
to contain forbidden content and termination of the internet session, and with
immediate suspension of internet
access pending disciplinary review.
This proves that categorically forbidding all internet access to all confinees
is excessive and hence in violation of
the First Amendment.]
110 Id. 854.
111 Id. "The record at this point does not
contain a basis for linking the ban on
media content to Rushville's therapeutic or security goals. . .. [A] bare assertion that Rushville's ban on sexual
material promotes treatment is insufficient to justify summary judgment on a
First Amendment claim." Id.

The Link Between Treatment & Banned
Access to Internet Communication &
Entertainment

*

Newsletters/Magazines Cannot Be
Banned by Institutions
on Categorical or Discretionary Vague
Claims of "Sexually Explicit" Verbal Descriptions Where Purpose
Was Legal Issue Coverage, Not Sexual Arousal.
David M. Reutter, 'PLN Awarded Injunction in Arizona Prison Censorship Suit,'
31(3) Prison Legal News 61 (March
2020)
Text Excerpts:
'In November 2019, PLN was awarded
injunctive relief in a lawsuit challenging
the Arizona Department of Corrections' (ADC) to 'policy prohibiting sexually explicit material' as a violation of the
First Amendment,
...ADC censored the October 2014,
April 2017, May 2017, and June 2017
issues of PLN. (See PLN, November
2019, P. 50.) The complaint argued that
ADC's policy did not 'contain an exception permitting delivery of publications
that describe sexual acts in a nonsWadiiou'§ way as part of an article report
ing facts of a court case or published
legal decision. As a result, ADC blocked
issues of PLN from being given to prisoners throughout its prison system.
Arizona federal district court judge
Roslyn 0. Silver on March 8, 2019 granted and denied in part both parties' motions for summary judgment. She found
ADC's policy prohibiting sexually explicit
materials violated the First Amendment
and ordered the parties to submit proposed injunctive relief, but they could not
reach an agreement.
After considering the responsive submissions, the court on November 11,
2019, entered injunctive relief that required ADC to revise its policy 'to establish bright-line rules that narrowly define
(Continued on page 3)
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prohibited conduct in a manner consistent with the First Amendment; limit
the discretion available to ADC employees and agents; and ensure consistency
in the exclusion of sexually explicit material.'
It also ordered ADC to require all its
mailroom personnel to receive an email
with the court's order and inform them of
best practices for compliance, as well as
require them to sign an acknowledgement that they received and understood
the order.
It also ordered ADO to distribute the
previously censored issues of PLN.
See Prison Legal News v. Ryan, USD0,
D. Arizona, Case NO. 2:15-cvc-02245."
Editor's Note: This principle applies to
the publication you are now reading. As
to the rights of those in other SOCC
facilities to receive and read it, categorical or arbitrary censorship of TLP cannot
be tolerated. TLP strives to leave out
sexually explicit descriptions and also
avoids use of any rhetoric that could be
construed as inciting or general 'rabble
rousing.' Therefore, any significant censorship of TLP will be motivated by dismay at the facts recounted or the opinions expressed (political or otherwise).
This will clearly constitute a First Amendment violation, which will be addressed in
court.
********

sex offenders on parole and other forms
on current events is prohibited. The ends
of supervision.
of parole -'to help individuals reintegrate
Jacob I-luff, "Offline: Challenging Internet into society as constructive individuals as
and Social Media Bans for Individuals on soon as they are able' - are obstructed
Supervision for Sex Offenses," 43 N.Y.U. by its means,10 The result is a burgeoning class of individuals who seek reinteRev. L. & Soc. Change 663 (2019)
gration into society but are prevented
Abstract:
"Tens of thousands of people across the from doing so by their conditions of suUnited States are subject to bans on their pervision.
Contrary to the general rule that
internet and social media access due to
sex offense convictions. This Article regulations burdening speech must be
explains why, even for those on parole narrowly tailored to further a governmenand probation, such bans are frequently tal interest, many of these bans target
overbroad, imposed on the wrong people, both the wrong people and the wrong
and are now ripe for challenge in light of speech. They are applied to individuals
the Supreme Court's 8-0 decision in whose criminal records suggest no incliPackingham v. North Carolina. The first nation to online predatory activity, or to
flaw with these bans is their mismatch predatory activity at all. And rather than
between crime and condition. They are targeting speech with a clear nexus to
imposed on individuals whose criminal criminal recidivism, they sweep broadly in
records have no relation to online preda- proscribing speech that is at the very
tory activity or manipulation of minors. least harmless and at most indispensable
The second flaw is their extreme over- for reintegrating into society. The Packbreadth. Rather than merely proscribing ingham decision, where a unanimous
speech with minors or access to certain Supreme Court struck down a North
online forums, they cordon off the Internet Carolina law making it a felony for any
itself, ostracizing offenders to an offline individual classified as a 'sex offender' to
society. While these flaws rendered access social media, rendered even
internet and social media bans constitu- more vulnerable a wide array of similar
Packingham Applies tionally problematic before the Packing- restrictions on individuals under superviham decision, the Supreme Court's sion....
to Sex-Crime
imprimatur on free speech for individuals pp. 667-68: Such conditions [of parole or
Parolees.
convicted of sex offenses could - and probation] are overbroad for three main
should - lead the way to future legal reasons: they sweep in a wide variety of
protected speech; they, leave insufficient
challenges of these bans."
Editor's Note: A number of recent develoffline alternatives to online speech, and
Text Excerpts:
opments have been transpiring on the
to social media in particular; and there
pp. 665-66: "Internet and social media
issue of the extent of the Packingham
bans are most frequently imposed on are several less restrictive means of
ruling, given the compelling need for
individuals convicted of sex offenses, serving the governmental interest at
internet access to effectively communiWhether or not these offenses involved issue.
cate and to participate in life in any
the Internet or any predatory activity. In pp. 671-72: Th[e] 'continuum'
meaningful way in the technologically
some states, judges and supervision idea . . .means that the state's interests
advanced and exponentially accelerating
officers do not even have the option of shift depending on whose liberty is remodern age. The following article cited in
declining to impose these access re- stricted. This is a crucial feature of suPeople v. Morger (IL Supr. Ct. 2019,
strictions, as state law requires social pervision: unlike incarceration, it is imexcerpted below) takes a strong advocamedia or internet bans for all those con- posed - at least theoretically - to further
cy stance based on First Amendment law
victed of sex offenses who are under the individual's rehabilitation, among
and Packingham against categorical
state supervision. [See Minnesota statute other non-retributive goals. In the federal
bans on internet and social media use by
quoted below.] The irony of these re- supervised release context, a court's
strictions lies in the supposedly rehabilita- imposition of supervised release conditive and reintegrative purposes underly- tions cannot be justified by a punitive
ing supervision: the very technology that rationale at all - just deserts, by law, are
prisoner mail works a consequential supervised individuals could use to seek simply not an aim of supervised release.
restriction on the First and Fourteenth out employment, to reconnect with es- .As the Supreme Court has explained,
Amendments rights of those who are tranged family members, to become 'Supervised release fulfills rehabilitative
not prisoaers
engaged in politics, and to stay informed ends, distinct from those served by incar-
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ceration.'" For this reason, as the Supreme Court further explained,
'supervised release is not punishment in
lieu of incarceration,"45 but rather is
mainly about 'facilitating the reintegration
of the defendant into the community."'46
This may be contrasted with a term of
incarceration, which Congress has explicitly determined should not be supported by a desire to rehabilitate an offender.47
[NOTE: ALL of this last paragraph can
also be said of S000 - especially the
underlined passages.]
p. 675: The Second Circuit has staked
out a more searching form of scrutiny: 'If
the liberty interest at stake is fundamental, a deprivation of that liberty is
"reasonably necessary" only if the deprivation is narrowly tailored to serve a
compelling governmental interest.'55
p. 682: Regulation imposing certain
social media restrictions on those who
have been proven to use the internet to
engage in child sex abuse may be appropriate to further the government's
interest in stopping such abuse and in
supporting the individual's rehabilitation
and reintegration into society. A regulation burdening a supervisee whose crime
did not involve use of the internet, however, will rarely be so justified. The
weight of the government's interest does
not justify targeting individuals whose
incapacitation does nothing to further this
interest; that is, the degree of First
Amendment tailoring required does not
hinge on how compelling the underlying
interest iS.96 This is a basic precept of
constitutional law. Narrow tailoring,
whether toward a significant or a compelling governmental interest, requires a
closer fit between crime and condition.
pp. 682-83: Such prohibitions can be
overbroad, or fail narrow tailoring, for
three reasons. First, a substantial
amount of protected speech is silenced
by these restrictions. This includes, for
example, political speech, speech related to economic activity, and speech
related to interpersonal relationships.
Second, there are not sufficient offline
substitutes for what happens online.
Third, there are many less restrictive
means available to the government
besides intrusive bans.
pp. 683-84: 1. The Range of Speech
Burdened by Internet and Social Media
Restrictions
The burdens on protected speech are
not incidental to internet and social media bans - they are the crux of these
bans.
Political Speech. Restrictions on internet and social media access necessarily
inhibit 'speaking and listening in the
modern public square,' as the Supreme
Court held in Packingham. Indeed, at
least two types of political speech are
hampered by such restrictions.
First, political speech 'posted' on a
(Continued on page 4)
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social media platform is shut down. This
is speech directed at contemporaries, or
at no one in particular, for the purpose of
discussion on matters of public concern.
Second, speech petitioning political
representatives to take action on a certain issue is silenced. As representatives
increasingly engage with their constituents via social media, such a bar removes a primary mode of political
speech.'*
Furthermore, beyond these two restrictions on soeakthg. the at:ity o receive information aoou how to partio?oate
in civic life is sevee;y constra
wh-ct
internet or socia media access. Board of
elections webshes. advertiserren:s from
cciz,,cai, parties. primers from interest
groups on colitical candidates - all of
these sources ci information are unavailable to the parolee or probationer
blocked from the Internet and social
media.
These restrictions on political speech
are not only unnecessary for the purpose
of incapacitation and deterrence, but they
doom efforts to reintegrate supervisees
as active participants in civil society.
pp. 684-85: Speech involvinq economic
activity. A supervision condition banning
social media twenty years ago would not
have posed too difficult a battier to employment. Even ten years ago, the supervisee's most fruitful avenue of finding
employment was 'the purchase of a
'newspaper or an employment guide.'101
But this reality has changed drastically,
with the internet and social media now
the primary job-seeking tool for those in
need of employment.102
Overbroad restrictions on the use of
social media also create basic burdens
on consumer activity. For instance, in the
realm of e-commerce, Amazon and other
consumer websites may be classified as
social media, given users' ability to create
personal profiles, interact with other
users, leave comments, and respond to
comments.103 A supervisee whose access restrictions are defined to include
such websites is thus blocked from online
shopping. Restrictions on social media
also prevent covered individuals from
effectively promoting their own businesses. This is particularly burdensome for
individuals who are already roadblocked
from entering traditional job markets.104
Beyond the usual burdens facing individuals convicted of felonies, those convicted of sex offenses are further prohibited by law from working in certain geographic areas105 and with certain clien-

[THESE BANS]
cordon off the Internet itself, ostracizing offenders to an offline society.

tele,106 never mind the 'significant evidence of onerous practical effects of
being listed on a sex offender registry,' as
Justice Souter put11107 Entrepreneurship
is one way to create business opportunities outside of these restrictions, and
social media is a vital tool perhaps the
most vital tool - for becoming a successful entrepreneur.t09 It is difficult to imagine a new business successfully promotng itself only with newspaper advertisements and flyers around the neighborhood. Yet again, such supervision conditions impede the very reintegration they
are supposed to further.
p. 685: Sceech involvina interpersonal
relationships. A ban on internet and
social media shuts down an integral tool
of communication- between covered
individuals and those dear to them. Of
primary significance to many individuals
subject to broad restrictions is their inability to contact family members and friends
on social media. As the Ninth Circuit
stated in a pre-Packingham supervision
conditions case, '[use of the internet is
vital for a wide range of routine activities
in today's world ... [such as) communicating with friends and family....Cuttinq
off all access to the internet constrains a
defendant's freedom in ways that make it
difficult to participate fully in society....'t09
Supervisees who seek progress, closure,
forgiveness, love, and other things from
those close to them need the most basic
technological tools - a Facebook chat, an
email, a direct message on lnstagram to do so. There are also new relationships, including romantic ones, to be
formed. Yet some restrictions exclude
supervisees from mobile dating applications, used by a rapidly increasing percentage of Americans, even if the mobile
application itself forbids minors from
using it and does not exclude those
required to register as 'sex offenders'
from becoming members. Hinge and
Grindr, for example, do not prohibit individuals convicted of sex offenses from
creating profiles on their platforms, but
may be off limits for a supervisee barred
from the use of social media.110
The breadth of silenced speech in each
of these categories is all the more striking
when one recalls that preventing more
crime is not the only object of supervision, nor is supervision driven primarily or at all, in the case of federal supervised
release - by a punitive rationale. Rather,
supervision conditions are supposed to
burden no more liberty than reasonably
necessary to further the interests of
rehabilitation and reintegration.
pp. 686-87: 2. The Lack of Internet

diate scrutiny in First Amendment analysis is the requirement that a contentneutral regulation leave open ample
alternative channels for communication.'l12 The statutory analysis for supervised release conditions in 18 U.S.C.
3583 similarly implies that some channels
of communication should be left open to
a supervisee, as conditions of release
may involve 'no greater deprivation of
liberty than is reasonably necessary,' as
discussed above.
These standards draw on the Supreme
Court's suggestion in City of Ladue v.
Gilleo that a regulation foreclosing one
avenue of speech must leave open other,
adequate ways for the speaker to make
their point13 Ladue involved a municipal
ban on lawn signs, which the Court struck
down on the grounds that no adequate
alternative existed for this 'unusually
cheap and convenient' means of expression.114 Here, it is difficult to imagine
offline speech serving as an adequate
substitute for online speech.
But there are closer substitutes than
purely offline speech for social media. In
cautioning against too broad a reading of
Ladue, Professor Noah Feldman has
opined, 'the real problem [in Ladue] was
that there's a specific social meaning
attached to putting up a political sign in
your front yard: It's speech that uniquely
is associated with you. But that's not true
of your Facebook page, because in the
absence of a Facebook account, you
could create your own website with identical content)15
This argument could carry some weight
if particular social media sites proscribed
had adequate alternatives that didn't
carry the risk of unlawful activity. For
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Offline Communication

instance, the government could restrict a
supervisee's access to online teen chatrooms (where the official recommended
ages are 13-18), under the theory that
any protected speech expounded to
willing listeners on TeenChat.corn could
just as easily be uttered on Facebook,
Twitter or similar sites. Banning a supervisee's access to online teen chatrooms
would still allow the supervisee ample
online space to engage in protected
speech.
Feldman's proposal, however, takes
this idea a step further, suggesting categorically that social media sites do not
have specific social meaning, and that
speech on personal websites represents
an adequate alternative to posting on
Facebook or tweeting on Twitter.
Alternatives
Anyone who has burrowed down the
A much-debated component of interme- rabbit holes of Facebook comment wars
4

Ancient Technology
or Twitter threads knows this to be incorrect - and the courts are catching on.
The ability to instantly share and respond
to content - or to have one's content
instantly shared and responded to is the
interactivity feature of social media websites ... which a personally-owned website
cannot replicate.116
pp. 688-90: 3. Other Means of Furthering the-Governmental interest...[Ajs courts invalidating absolute bans
on internet access commonly note, the
presence of other available means of
furthering the government's interest is a
good sign that the regulation is not narrowly tailored.121
Based on this premise, the compromised nature of supervisees' Fourth
Amendment rights currently enables the
government to monitor their activities in
ways less restrictive of their First Amendment rights. Put simply, court-ordered
surveillance of supervisees limits the
need for blunt proscription of all online
speech. This is not to say that supervisees' watered-down privacy protections
are as robust as they should be, nor that
even the limited protections they possess
are respected by law enforcement officers-122 It just means that weak Fourth
Amendment protections for this class of
people diminishes the need to limit their
First Amendment protections....
In this context, by contrast as law enforcement technoloqy becomes more
precise, the need for imprecise tools like wholesale internet bans - starts to
sound fishy. Without an effective, narrowly tailored means of monitoring and
restricting the online activities of those
deemed likely to commit sex crimes using
the internet, social media bans may
appear harsh to reviewing courts, yet
nevertheless be viewed as the only feasible way of protecting the public.
But as technology develops, a ban may
be unnecessary given the variety of other
supervision options. Monitoring technology is the main example.127 Rather than
forbidding social media usage in part or in
its entirety, why not inform the supervisee
that supervision officers will be able to
identify any improper online conduct
through remote monitorinq? Some states
have enacted legislation providing for this
very option of more precise supervi(Continued on page 5)

speech - reveal startling constitutional
IS difficult to imagine
off line speech serving
infirmities with these internet and social
sion.126 Other less restrictive means media bans. Given the rehabilitative aim as an adequate substitute for online
include forbidding certain supervisees of supervised release from prison, it is speech.
from visiting specific websites or barring difficult to understand how a flat ban on
the use of anonymous web browsing.129 internet access helps further this goal, let become - Seven in ten American adults
use at least one internet social networking
Though some scholars have advocated alone in a targeted fashion.
more robust Fourth Amendment protec- pp. 691-92. ... The [Packingham] opin- service' - for the most important social
tions for supervisees, which could render ion has three short sections, which boil functions: 'debat[ing] . ,.politics,! 'look[ing]
these surveillance conditions invalid, down to the following propositions: 1) the for work,' and petition[ing] . . . elected reprethere does not appear to be significant internet is an important - even the most sentatives.'187 The Court goes so far as to
momentum in this direction.120 Any of important' - means of exercisinq First name the internet, and 'social media in
these means of maintaining public safety Amendment rights,139 2) though the North particular,' as 'the most important places
are likely to be upheld, and all of them Carolina [law] serves a valid governmen- (in a spatial sense) for the exchange of
make wholesale bans on the internet and tal interest, it sweeps far more broadly views.'180
social media for supervisees seem even than necessary, particularly when nar- p. 701' ...[l]t does seem anachronistic
less necessary.
rower means are available to serve the even asking the question, 'does this perThere is one other widely adopted, yet interest,140 and 3) no Supreme Court son really need the internet?' In the 20
constitutionally insufficient, way of meet- case has ever upheld such a broad re- years since Reno, the internet has become impervious to 'mile wide, inch deep'
ing the demand for less restrictive striction of First Amendment rights, 141
means: prior-approval provisions in su- p. 698. ... Where Packingham is relevant taunts. Its ever-growing centrality makes it
pervision conditions. For example, rather is on a point it makes more generally: increasingly difficult to justify broad rethan outright banning the use of social social media bans are not narrowly tai- strictions that kick people offline....
media, a supervision agreement may lored to 'a significant governmental inter- Packingham enshrines this point in Suinclude
the
following
provision: est. And there is no claiming that the preme Court precedent. 'These websites
Condition #[X] requires that [the defend- principle of narrow tailoring does not can provide perhaps the most powerful
ant] seek and obtain approval from [his] apply in the supervision context - dec- mechanisms available to a private citizen
probation officer before using any particu- ades of case law say otherwise, [And, to make his or her voice heard,' the opinlar computer or computer-related device, since social media site bans are not ion reads.184 With this focus on political or
internet-service provider, or computer or sufficiently narrowly tailored, how on civic speech, the Court defends social
internet account - such as a screen user earth is a ban on any access to the entire media access generally, without regard for
specific circumstances making it more or
name or email account. 131 A survey of internet 'narrowly tailored'?]
existing case law on federal supervised p. 699: 1. Packingham Says That Social less likely the restricted individual will
release conditions reveals that prior- Media Bans Are a Per Se Impingement actually use the internet. Listening to and
engaging in political speech does not
approval provisions are widespread.132
on First Amendment Ricihts.
But prior-approval clauses, which place First, perhaps more important than require an extensive background in politia burden on the supervisee to address identifying and then condemning the cal speech - it only requires a Twitter
each potential violation, do not solve the obvious breadth of the North Carolina handle.195
underlyinq problem of broadly restrictinq statute,lw the Court clearly identifies the p.. 703: 2. Packingham Suggests That
a primary medium of speech.133 There statute as covering speech, and then 'Social Media' Is Too Broad a Category.
are many reasons why the average su- condemns the law as a speech depriva- Somewhere on the line between a
vagueness and an overbreadth argument,
pervisee would not seek prior approval tion.
for a post, even if the terms of his release A bit of background on why this matters, the Packingham opinion cautions against
permitted this: supervisees may want to and why the Court was not merely recit- broadly proscribing 'social media' without
maintain good standing with a supervi- ing a truism, is in order. To prove that a further definition. A main source of disasion officer, and raising minor issues deprivation is too extreme, one must greement between the Packingham majorabout social media access might rock the show that a deprivation exists at all. In ity and concurrence was over the need for
boat.
the case of internet restrictions, it must precision in defining this term. Justice
Other supervisees may prioritize raising be shown that taking away an individual's Kennedy's opinion states that the Court
other grievances over this one. As a internet access is objectively a severe 'need not decide the precise scope of the
result, they would sacrifice requesting deprivation of liberty. Perhaps surpris- statute,' as it is 'enough to assume that the
Facebook usage over challenging a ingly, Packinqham is the first case to .law applies .. .to social networking sites
residency restriction, for example - and state this plainly, recognizino that access as commonly understood" - that is, websupervisees may not even realize that to the internet is a fundamental means of sites like Facebook, Linkedln, and Twitthey have the ability to challenge a condi- First Amendment expression and access ter.'201 But Justice Kennedy prefaces this
discussion with an entire section devoted
tion. Though there is no legal consensus to information, reqardless of individual
to
the First Amendment importance of
on the constitutionality of prior-approval circumstance.
'social media in particular,...' Thus, the
clauses, several courts have refused to p. 700: When Reno was decided, this
say they cure internet or social media international network of interconnected decision becomes less about North Carolicomputers was still in its infancy. Much na's four-part definition of a 'commercial
restrictions of their oberbreadth.134
Each of these three components of changed in the 'twenty year hiatus' be- social networking website,' and more
about the impropriety of banning access to
narrow tailoring - the scope of the tween that decision and Packingham.185
speech burdened, the lack of an alterna- The latter, for all its soaring language 'social media.'
Unsurprisingly, Justice Auto is quick to
tive to social media, and the availability of about the internet, includes no farassure readers, that Justice Kennedy's
means less restrictive than banning reaching examples demonstrating the
internet's expansive range. There are no broad proclamation about social media are
starry-eyed references to the internet's 'undisciplined dicta.'203 Dicta or not, they
CONDITION OF RELEASE: ability to yield information on topics rang- concern him: '[T]his language is bound to
be interpreted by some to mean that the
ing from aardvarks to Zoroastrianism,' as
WHATEVER WE DECIDE THE
States are largely powerless to restrict
there were in Reno.186
even the most dangerous sexual predators
CONDITION IS WHEN WE BUST
Instead, the Packingham opinion focusfrom visiting any internet sites.'204 Rather
YOU FOR BREAKING IT.
es on how integral social media has
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Ancient Technology
than blessing the undefined expanses of
social media with First Amendment holy
water, Justice Auto sticks to the law in
front of him, which 'covers websites that
are ill suited for use in stalking or abusing children,' such as Amazon.com, the
Washington Post's website, and
WebMD.205 Facebook, the primary
source at, issue in this case, does not
appear in Justice Auto's list, a sign of
how the warier justices might treat a noFacebook provision.240 Per the majority,
however, conditions that, without further
definition, restrict access to 'social media' will be deemed to sweep in an array
of protected speech and could be struck
down."
Notes:
loMorrissey v. Brewer, 408 U.S. 471,
477 (1972).
44 United States v. Johnson, 529 U.S.
53, 59 (2000)
45 United States v. Murray, 692 F.3d
273, 280 (3d Cir. 2012) (citing United
States v. Granderson, 511 U.S. 39, 50
(1994)).
46 United States v. Vallejo, 69 F.3d
992(9th Cir. 1995).
("The
47 28
U.S.C.
§994(k)
[Sentencing] Commission shall insure
that the guidelines reflect the inappropriateness of imposing a sentence to
a term of imprisonment for the purpose of rehabilitating the defendant or
providing the defendant with needed
educational or vocational training,
medical care, or other correctional
treatment.").
59 United States v. Myers, 426 F.3d
117, 126 (2d Cir. 2005).
96 David T. Goldberg & Emily R.
Zhang, "Our Fellow American, the
Registered Sex Offender," 2016 Cafe
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against children?")
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Trump, 302 F. Supp. 3d 56412, 549
(S.D. N.Y. 2018) ("This case requires
us to consider whether a public official
may, consistent with the First Amend(Continued on page 6)
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S. Ct. 1730, 1737 (2017). Such laws
'must be the State's first resort to ward
ment, 'block' a person from his Twitter
off the serious harms that sexual r'"
account in response to the political
crimes inflict' Id. This is far from a
views that person as expressed, and
least restrictive means requirement, .
whether the analysis differs because
nicfcc.csqjustice center. orq. The
but it clearly demands that the Slate
that public official is the President of
inventory specifies the various emhew regulations to a significant interthe United States. The answer to both
ployment restrictions placed on indiest.
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viduals convicted of sex offenses, 122 For critiques of the common require/iey Heller. "Poverty: The Most
ranging
from
the
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Parolee searches and seizures and
Probation Office.'); United States v.
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search for a ob in 2C! 9- the internet is
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neahy essential, as the Court in Peckrelease from prison. As acted above,
against criminal activity without the
use a computer that has access to any
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debilitating effects on rehabilitation
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In fact, indiscriminate searches could
computer,
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as drafted by arguing that it is not
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Social Networking," Wash. Post (May
stripping supervisees of their Fourth
Coste to use the internet so long as he
National Inventory of the Collateral
16, 2016)
Amendment tights, courts do not apfirst obtains his probation officer's
consequences of Conviction. National 121 In Packingham v. North Carolina,
pear ready to undo this doctrine. In a
approval. That proviso does not save
Inventory of the Collateral Conseafter noting that the opinion 'should
case challenging a Wisconsin law that
what is otherwise a plainly overbroad
quences of Conviction, https:I/
not be interpreted as barring a state
required persons released from civil
restriction on LaCoste's liberty.');
from enacting more specific laws than
confinement to wear a GPS ankle
United States v. Scott, 316 F.3d 733,
the one at issue,' Justice Kennedy
monitor 24 hours a day for the rest of
737 ( 71h Cir. 2003) (vacating the
remarks: "Though the issue is not
their lives, Judge Richard Posner
'unusual term" in a supervised release
before the Court, it can be assumed
opined in response to the contention
condition that required the defendant
that the First Amendment permits a
that such monitoring of a person's
to seek prior approval from his probaState to enact specific, narrowly taimovements 'required a search warrant:
tion officer before accessing the interlored laws that prohibit a sex offender
"That's absurd.' Belleau v. Wall, 811
net).
from engaging in conduct that often
F.3d 929, 936 (7th Cir. 2016).
139 Packing/rain, at 137 S. Ct. 1735.
presages a sexual crime, like contact- 131 United States v. Sales, 476 F.3d 732,
140 Id. at 1736.
ing a minor or using a website to
736 (91h Cir. 2007).
141 Id. at 1737.
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tailored to deterring crime, protecting the
convicted crimiuse of social media, for purposes of
nals - and in some public, or rehabilitating the defendant
determining whether condition was unUnder Packingham, blanket internet
("The statute here enacts a prohibition constitutionally overbroad on its face; innstances especially convicted criminals
might
receive
legitimate
benerestrictions will rarely be tailored enough
unprecedented in the scope of First statute did not permit probation officer to
fits from these means for access to the to pass constitutional muster.' Id. at 294temporarily
lift
or
modify
condition
in
his
Amendment speech it burdens.").
world of ideas, in particular if they
95.
of or her discretion.
Amendment-Freedom
185 First
seek to reform and to pursue lawful
¶ 50: Next is the broader question:
In
order
for
a
content-neutral
restriction
PackSpeech-Public Forum Doctrine
and rewarding lives.' Packingham, at whether the contested condition of probato survive intermediate scrutiny, it must
ingham v. North Carolina, at 233.
37 S. Ct. 1737.
tion - here a total ban on access to social
be narrowly tailored to serve a significant -1
186 Ashcroft, 535 U.S. at 566.
media applicable to all sex offenders
governmental
interest;
it
must
not
burden
187 Packingham, 137 S, Ct. 1730, 1735
reasonably relates to the rehabilitative
Cir.
2010),
held
that,
where
a
defendant
substantiallymore
speech
than
is
neces(2017).
purpose of the legislation. During oral
sex
offender
did
not
use
a
computer
to
sary
to
further
the
government's
legiti188 Id. at 1743.
argument of this case, the State was
facilitate
his
crimes,
the
imposition
of
mate interests. 194 Id. at 1737.
asked to explain how the total ban on
unexplained
conditions
restricting
his
use
Where
a
condition
of
probation
requires
195 "Handle' is the colloquial term for a
access to social media would contribute
of
a
computer,
while
on
supervised
reusername on Twitter. Leslie Walker, a waiver of precious constitutional rights,
United to a defendant's rehabilitation. After
lease,
constitutes
error.
Compare
the
condition
must
be
narrowly
drawn;
to
"Twitter Language: Twitter Slang and
some circuitous, nonresponsive referKey Terms Explained," Lifewire.com, the extent it is overbroad, it is not rea- States v. Albertson, 645 F.3d 191, 198
ences to protection of the public, the
https:llwww.Iifewire.comltWitter-Slaflg- sonably related to the compelling state's (3d Cir. 2011) (ban on internet use unless
answer was that the ban would remove
preapproved
by
probation
is
'too
broad
interest
in
reformation
and
rehabilitation
and-key-terms-explained
the
'temptation to reoffend.' That answer
unless
the
defendant
has
used
the
interand is an unconstitutional restriction on
201 Packingham, 137 S. Ct. at 1737.
might carry some weight where a defendnet
as
an
instrument
of
harm'),
with
the
exercise
of
fundamental
constitutional
203 Id. at 1735.
United States v. Legg, 713 F.3d 1129 ant is one who has used social media to
rights.
204 Id,
(D.C. Cir. 2013), and United- States V. orchestrate and ultimately commit his
Statutory
.
condition
of
probation
for
205 Id. at 1743 (Auto, J., concurring).
criminal sexual abuse and aggravated Laure's, 653 F.3d 27, (D.C. Cir. 2011) crimes; however, a host of offenders 206 Id
criminal sexual abuse prohibiting sex (cases in which the Internet was used to this defendant included - do not fall into
********
offender from accessing or using social commit the crimes). The Burroughs court that category. Subsection (a)(8.9) broadly sweeps the latter in with offenders who
media website was facially overbroad; noted, inter alia:
'The government argues that these have used social media to prey upon
offenses
involved
sex
offenders
touching
People v. Morger
of younger sibling in home, and not use restrictions are related to Burroughs others."
of Internet to find potential victims, evalu- conduct because the internet can be Separate Note:
Editors Mote: The following case in the ator opined that, although he presented used to arrange sexual encounters with 10 As one commentator has observed,
Illinois Supreme Court applies Packing- 'moderate to high risk to reoffend,' it was minors and to advertise minors for prosti- in conjunction with a discussion of Packham v. North Carolina to a statutory, likely that he could be safely treated in tution. Of course it can. But from druq ingham:
categorical ban on social media use by community with appropriate supervision dealers to Ponzi schemers and smup- 'The irony of these restrictions lies in
sex offenders on probation, finding it to and recommended other restrictions that qlers to stalkers - nearly any criminal can the supposedly rehabilitative and reintebe facially overbroad and hence a viola- were ultimately included in probation use the internet to facilitate illeqal con- g rative purposes underlying supervision:
tion of the First Amendment rights of order, protective value of total ban did not duct. That an offense is sometimes the very technology that supervised
communication and personal and com- outweigh impairment- to sex offenders committed with the help of a computer individuals could use to seek out employmercial interaction in the internet age.
First Amendment rights, and other less does not mean that the district court can ment, to reconnect with estranged family
restrictive conditions were imposed that restrict the internet access of anyone members, to become engaged in politics,
People v. Morger, 2019 IL 123643,
served purposes of probation and reha- convicted of that offense.' Burroughs, 613 and to stay informed on current events is
prohibited. The ends of parole - 'to help
N.E.3d_(Mov. 21, 2019)
F.3d at 243.
bilitation."
"Holdings: [3] statutory condition of
142: [In United States v. Helena, 906 individuals reintegrate into society as
probation was facially overbroad."
The following excerpts from the text of F.3d 288 (3d Cir. 2018),] ...The Court of constructive individuals as soon as they
[Key points decided by this opinion of the Morger opinion have significance to Appeals found the conditions imposed are able' - are obstructed by its means."
the Illinois Supreme Court include these those confined in sex offender civil com- upon Holena to be impermissibly contra- Jacob Huff, "Offline: Challenging Internet
Headnotes:]
mitment (SOCC) facilities seeking judicial dictory and more restrictive than neces- and Social Media Bans for Individuals on
"In order to survive intermediate scruti- holdings that at least some internet ac- sary. Id. at 291. In the latter respect, as Supervision for Sex Offenses, 43 N. Y.U.
ny, a content-neutral regulation of pro- cess must be made available to them to the court was remanding to the district Rev. L. & Soc. Change 663, 665-66
tected speech (1) must serve or advance comply with the First Amendment:
court for tailoring of conditions, the court (2019).
** ** * * * *
a substantial governmental interest unre- Text Excerpts:
offered this guidance:
lhted to the suppression of free speech
'The District Court can limit Helena's
1IT 33-34: [Quoting Packingham,]
and (2) must not burden substantially Even convicted criminals - and in some First Amendment rights with appropriately
more speech than necessary to further instances especially convicted criminals tailored conditions of supervised release.
that interest - or in other words, it must - might receive legitimate benefits from Defendants on supervised release enjoy
be narrowly tailored to serve that interest these moans for access to the world of less freedom than those who have finwithout unnecessarily interfering with ideas, in particular if they seek to reform ished serving their sentences. See United
First Amendment freedoms.
and to pursue lawful and rewarding lives.' States v. Knights, 534 U.S. 112, 119 (NARSOL, eds. : Ashley and Larry),
Although in a typical facial challenge to Id. at 137 S. Ct. 1737,
(2001); United States v. Rock, 863 F.3d "Blanket Social Media Bans Are Unconthe constitutionality of a statute, a de- The interpretation of those last two 827, 831 (D.C. Cir. 2017). But, as we stitutional," 12(6) the Digest. 5
fendant would have to establish that no sentences carries momentous weight in have noted, these restrictions must be (December 2019)
set of circumstances exist under which our resolution of this case. In the wake
Text:
the statute would be valid, in the First of Packingham, federal decisions follow"The Supreme Court of Illinois handed
Amendment context, a law may be invali- irig the Courts decision have tended to
down a very important decision on Thursdated as overbroad if a substantial nUm- focus only on the first of those two, emday, November 21, 2019. See People v.
ber of its applications are unconstitution- phasizing the Court's reference to
Morger, 2019 IL 123643, 1236439(lLSC).
al, judged in relation to the statute's 'persons who have completed their senIn a very comprehensive opinion, the
plainly legitimate sweep.
tences,' as a limitation of the Court's
court held in [that case] that a blanket
Statutory condition of probation that, holding.
social media ban as a condition of probaprohibited convicted sex offender from 137: Some federal decisions prior to
tion or parole is a violation of the First
'accessing or using a social networking Packingham, such as United States V.
Amendment. The United States Supreme
website' was flat ban against offenders Burroughs, 613 F.3d 233, 244-45 (D.C. Connecting to Home Should Be Free.
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Court held in Packingham v. North Carolina that blanket internet and social media restrictions were unconstitutional.
That challenge was brought on behalf of
those who were not under any form of
supervision. However, the Packingham
case left open the question about those
still on active supervision. This Morgerorgor
opinion stated that Packingham does
opinion
apply to those on supervision.
In this case, the State of Illinois has a
statute that bans all probationers or
parolees from being on social media. It
is a broad statute mostly meant to encompass social media such as Facebook
and other social media sites. This is
regardless of the conviction or circumstances of a persons supervision. The
court ruled that this type of statute is not
reasonably or rationally related except in
very narrow circumstances. It does not
promote rehabilitation or use the least
restrictive means to protect the public.
The Justices found this type- of blanket
ban lobe facially unconstitutional.
Citing other caselaw, the opinion clarifies that whether it is post supervision or
during supervision, banning people from
what is considered the 'modem day
public square' does not take into account
all the legitimate purposes for being on
social media such as education and
employment. The Court additionally said
...where a condition of probation requires a waiver of precious constitutional
rights, the condition must be narrowly
drawn. This is not the case in these
blanket social media and Internet bans.
Although this ban was statutory in
Illinois, this does not mean that states
who impose these bans as policy can do
so without tear. It anything, these policies are less binding as they do not even
have the deference to the legislative
process that statutes have. Geographical restrictions, employment bans, internet and social media are just some of the
conditions that can be scrutinized for this

Instant Messaging

itself as any reason for limitation of the dophilic Sexual Orientation.
Sexual
First Amendment rights of those commit- Orientation is ordinarily used to designate
Will Morger Be
ted. While any institution must preserve the category, or categories, of persons
security and safety, the harsh and nearly whom a given individual finds to be sexFollowed in
arbitrary rule-making and decision-making ually appealing. Those who are heteroMinnesota?
sanctioned in Turner v. Safley as to prison- sexually oriented are sexually attracted to
ers was countenanced in contemplation of adults of the opposite sex; those who are
Elizabeth Tolon, 'Updating the Social the frankly punitive nature of imprisonhomosexual, to adults of the same sex;
Network: How Outdated and Unclear ment. This is why parolee are now being men with a heterosexual pedophilic
State Legislation Violates Sex Offenders' deemed to qualify under Packingham as orientation, to prepubescent females; and
First Amendment Rights,' 85 Fordham L well.
men with a homosexual pedophilic orienRev. 1827 (March 2017).
When it comes to a right as fundamental tation, to prepubescent boys.
[Text excerot:I
as effective communication with the out- In the face of significant criticism of its
pp. 1844-45: 'Minnesota limited its side world, civil commitment status should inclusion in the DSM-5, the American
social networking website ban to sex not be confused with such punitive sur- Psychiatric Association (APA) has stated
offenders .. placed on 'intensive super- roundings. Most especially, categorical its intention to remove the term Pevised release.' [citing: Minn. Stat. § restrictions based on presumptions as to dophilic Sexual Orientation from the
244.05(6)(c)]. These offenders are not an entire class of the committed (in this diagnostic manual. Removing that term
only prohibited from using social net- case, all committed sex offenders) should in response to public criticism would be a
working sites but are banned from using not be allowed, since the typical leeway mistake. Experiencing ongoing sexual
instant messaging programs, chat rooms granted to prison wardens does not have attractions to prepubescent children is, in
that permit people under eighteen to any place in care for those in civil commit- essence, a form of sexual orientation,
become a amember, or maintaining a ment.
and acknowledging that reality can help
personal Web page: [citing: Minn. Stat. § Hence, SOC residents should be recog- to distinguish the mental makeup that is
244.05(6)(c)j. This statute is very nar- nized as having essentially the same rights inherent to Pedophilia, from acts of child
rowly tailored because it is applicable to as those not committed. There is simply sexual abuse....
only one category of high-risk offenders no room for a categorical presumption that p. 406: 'DSM -5 did not err in referring to
and defines restricted websites narrow- committed sex offenders will abuse any Pedophilia as a sexual orientation. In
ly." [citing: id.1.
right of any particular form of communica- diagnosing any psychiatric disorder
Edito?s Closinq Note: While Ms. Tolon tion. This is especially a truism when (as (including a Pedophilic Disorder), ordinarcorrectly perceives the ban on sex of- is now the modem technological circum- ily the intent is to guide patient care,
fender use of social networking sites and stance) imposing categorical bans on the management, and research. In discussinstant messaging sites, she fails to internet or any of its various types of func- ing the diagnostic features of individuals
perceive the broader ban in place on any tions effectively relegates the committed to who are sexually attracted to prepubesuse of the internet by Minnesota sex life in an artificially imposed near-stone- cent children, DSM-5 notes that some
offenders on parole without express age that outsiders may not even recall how could be said to have a pedophilic sexual
permission by their supervising agent. to engage in communication with, and in orientation. The term sexual orientation
Effectively, such parole agents may any event will likely not have the patience ordinarily reflects an individual's subjecexercise unbridled discretion on nothing to try.
tive awareness of the category (or cateate
more than whim or intuition in denying Committed sex offenders already experi- gories)
gories) of persons toward whom he or
such permission.
ence writing letters to stores that go unan- she is erotically attracted. Clinically,
Further, Tolon fails to understand that swered for this very reason. Writing and there are individuals (many of whom are
all sex offenders released to parole in sending paper letters is no longer deemed described as having Pedophilia) who
Minnesota are placed on Intensive by businesses as cost effective, especially report a subjective awareness of being
supervised release." Therefore, these for the smaller orders likely to be placed by erotically attracted (either exclusively or
bars to internet use are not limited to those committed.
in part) toward a category of individuals
"high risk offenders."
Hence in sum, committed sex offenders comprised of prepubescent children.
Moreover, even were they so limited, still on parole should be accorded the Many report experiencing those attracMorger makes clear that, without any same communication right as Morger held tions as unchosen in a fashion that
specific nexus between criminal offense must be applied to tjhose on parole.
seems very much like an orientation.
and the internet, sheer general 'high risk'
That such attractions are often unwanted
cannot be constitutionally used as a
does not alter their resemblance to an
basis for internet restriction, much less
orientation....
Let's Pause for a
total denial. In sum, then, it appears that
Without question, the protection of
Minnesota's statutory internet ban on Reality Check with
children should be a priority both for
sex offenders is just as vulnerable to
society and for the psychiatric profession.
Dr. Fred.
attack as was the Illinois ban in Morger.
The APA statement says nothing about
A final word: Those of us in SOCC
why persons diagnosed with a Pedophilic
Fred
S.
Berlin,
'Pedophilia
and
the
DSM-5:
comprise an aggregation of individuals
Disorder
need or deserve treatment in
both still on parole and having finished The Importance of Clearly Defining the their own right or about why (except for
Nature
of
a
Pedophilic
Disorder,"
42
Jour.
parole. Obviously, those not on parole
the disturbing consequences of acting
should be treated under Packingham of Am. Acad. Psychiatry & Law 404-07 upon pedophilic urges) Pedophilia should
(2014)
directly.
not be thought of as an orientation.
Civil commitment is not imprisonment Text Excerpts:
Publicly
acknowledging Pedophilia as a
.[T]he distinction between being sexor any other form of punishment Hence,
sexual orientation that can be distinually
attracted
to
children
in
some
fashion
civil commitment should not be deemed
(e.g., experiencing urges to view child guished from a criminal mindset might
pornography) and experiencing urges to also have been useful."

unconstitutionality.
The Court did note that in numerous
circuits these broad restrictions on internet and social media will only be upheld
under very narrow circumstances such
as a 'defendant having a history of improperly using the Internet to engage in
illegal conduct.' This is a growing trend
across the country, and states should be
on notice that they are subject to claims
against these bans, The Merger case
illustrates that courts will continue to rein Pczth/ngham blanteet internet rein these catch-all conditions."
strictions wilt rarely be tailored

UNDER

act on that attraction with a child can easily
be lost.
[Alt present, in discussing Pedophilia,
enough to pass constitutional muster. DSM-5 makes reference to the term Pe8

(Continued on page 9)
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Automatic
Remote Monitoring
of SO's Internet Use
Antiquates Bans on
Such Use by SOs.

In fact, studies that have detected any
variation from probability of such sexual
abuse of actual children have found that
such pornography use actually diminishes the likelihood of later sexual abuse,
serving as a "substitute" for molestation.
Hamilton, supra, at 1725.
The last two decades have witnessed Karen Floren, "A Window into a Sex
heterosexuality, homosexuality and bi an astonishing 'dragnet of police interdic- Offender's Life: State Can Remotely
tion of child pornography distribution Access and Monitor Computer Activity of
sexuality.
It is all but useless to argue that you operations, resulting in the massive de- Those on Probation," The Day, March 29,
have a better idea without something of terrence of previously potential customers 2020 per: http:llwww.pressreader.conif
usalthe-day/20090329/
substance to offer. Unfortunately, I know of such illegal imagery.
11114 AC 11111112
— 00—
of no research on the use of fantasy as a Were use of such actual illegal pornog- 281513632078404
successful alternative and deterrent to raphy the ggj sufficient "substitute" for Text excerpts:
[T]he state's Court Support Services
illegal behavior. I just know from experi- molestation by those with significant
ence that it works, but that will not sway a pedosexual attractions, one would expect Division has acquired a software program
statistically observable increase in such that enables officers to remotely monitor
is PS Al p psychologist who believes (s)he knows acrimes
in that same most-recent 20 the computer activity of probationers.
otherwise. But I would offer this:
111
A4,*_ 1114,44- .1114 111111C 1110- .44 Most of you will eventually be released years. However, to the contrary, no such Sex offenders who use the internet pay
$24 a month for the monitoring service.
into the community, where you must be phenomenon has been detected.
able to deal with anything and everything Hence, it is reasonable to conclude that About 43 offenders are being monitored
that is legally available. To ask you to non-pornographic images of children, or with Impulse Control....
100 Old Codgers -Which are the pedophiles? voluntarily avoid all books, movies, televi- even simply unassisted, purely mental
[T]he software, which is a product of
fantasy of children, has served the same Internet Probation and Parole Inc., of
sion,
music,
pictures,
etc.
which
involve
With This in Mind, children is not just unrealistic, it is impos- "substitute" function. Surely, the personal King of Prussia, PA,[is] another tool in the
Let's Correct Thera- sible. You must learn to not allow such observation of the writer of the article box for supervising sex offenders....
things to trigger you to behaving irrespon- above that fantasy works as a molesta- The probation officers can tailor the
peutic Misapprehen- sibly and illegally."
tion substitute should therefore come as Impulse Control software to each user's
situation. They can block access to
no
surprise.
Note:
Generally,
I
enEditor's
Closing
sions about Volitiondorse everything said in this excerpt as What is surprising is that sex offender social networking sites and chat rooms
al Control, Choice vs accurate. I have only three comments to therapists still have not studied this and sites containing keywords known to
'substitution effect' and how it can be be associated with child and adult porn.
Orientation, and the add.
First, pedosexually oriented fantasy is used to defuse motivations to molest. The software captures the users activity
and sends it to a main server, and officRole of Fantasy and not a precursor to child molestation. TLP Instead, to this day, the entire field of ers
can' access the server from their
Vol. 1, No. 5, at p 3 reported a study of such, therapy is stuck on. the 'politically
Legal Imagery in the such attraction and fantasy finding that correct' but factually incorrect notion that laptops at any time. ...The program also
21% of young adult males reported some fantasy and sexual use of imagery act as provides, information on any peripheral
Free World
sexual attraction to small children, 9% a supposed sure-fire fuse which, once lit, devices, like flash drives, that are used
expehenced sexual fantasies involving will lead inevitably to an explosion of on a computer....
Courts have ruled, in general, that
(ad.), "Greetings to All," 8(3) The Broad- children, and 5% had masturbated to molestations.
computer
use is a necessary part of life,
On
this
baseless
and
contrafactual
fantasies
of
children.
cast, Spring 2020, p. 1
If fantasy translated into later conduct, notion, existing therapy modalities de- but that authorities can limit and monitor
Text excerpt:
"...Many therapists, well-intentioned, researchers would be hard pressed to mand that the treated offender abstain online activity of offenders
suffer from a lack of accurate information find a child who had not been molested. from all such imagery possession and [A] probation expert ...has described
in the very issues they are charged with The contrary state of facts shows that fantasy, leavinq the pedosexual libido computers as 'the window into an offendtrying to resolve. My father used to tell fantasy has no such predictive relation- with no outlet at all. Given the true facts er's mind.' An officer can learn a lot
about his client by reviewing his computme, It is not what a man doesn't know ship to such sex crimes. (John Briere & cited above, this is dangerous folly.
er activity, and that can open up a dialog
Third,
the
writer,
of
that
article
is
also
'University
Males'
Sexual
Runtz,
Marsha
that hurts him. It is what he does know
Interest in Children: Predicting Potential correct in his implicit conclusions: (1) that to"help 'thd officer learn more about the
that isn't so'
One of the most egregious errors of fact Indices of 'Pedophilia' in a Non-Forensic the world is awash in unavoidable images client...,'
that many therapists believe is that sex Sample," 13(1) Child Abuse and Neglect of children and, indeed, in children them- Editors Closinci Note: This article exselves, who can be at least seen in pass- cerpt allows us to explore the other fork
offenders are unable to control their 65-75 (1989).)
ing
everywhere; and (2) that these imag- in our road of logic, as it were. Despite
Second,
there
is
in
fact
a
substantial
behavior and will always reoffend. Recidivism studies consistently show this to be body of research into the effects of view- es and visual memories of children can my last comments above, let's assume
untrue. In fact, released sex offenders ing illegal child pornography. One of the carry some sexual significance to one that keeping pedosexuals away from
reoffend, committing another sex offense, conclusions of every study of this kind with a pedosexual orientation or even just pornography or even non-pornographic
but provocative images of minors is an
less frequently than any other felons conforming in all respects to rigorous some level of attraction in that direction.
actual need to prevent re-offense.
The
urgent
need,
then,
is
not
to
try
to
scientific
procedure
is
that,
even
when
except murderers [repeat their crimes].
There are numerous studies that support such viewing is used as a direct sexualI insist on self-aversion from all of that Addressing that assumed need, this
this fact and therapists need to be made stimulant loading to orgasm as a habitual unavoidable stimuli, but instead, as that article illustrates the amazing armamenmatter, such use does not cause later writer advises, to teach offenders in tarium that can be brought to bear to
aware of this.
Another bit of 'fake news' is that a sexu- 'hands-on' sexual abuse of children b therapy to not allow such stimuli to prevent access to such imagery when the
al attraction to minors is a voluntary the user. See, e.g., Melissa 'Hamilton prompt them to the commission of sex pedosexual in question .(whether on
releasô or in confinement) is accessing
perversion (unacceptable choice). In "The Child Pornography Crusade and Its crimes. The role .of such substituted
the internet. It also interdicts all attempts
actions
involving
imagery
and/or
fantasy
La
Net-Widening
Effect,"
88
Cardozo
fact, recent research underscores the fact
that pedophilia is a sexual attraction little Rev. 1679, 1722-25 (2012); and Cariss in averting such prompting is obvious and of any pedosexual to contact children or
to engage in any, research that could
different from the more common forms of Byrne Hessick, "Disentangling ChildI should not be ignored in therapy.
(Continued on page 10)
Pornography from Child Sexual Abuse,'
avoid all boobs, movies, television,
music, pictures, etc, which involve
children is not just unrealistic, it is
impossible. You must learn to not
allow such things to trigger you to
behaving irresponsibly and illegally.
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from page 9)

produce any facts of use toward stalking
any minor.
Therefore, by removing the feared
harms from such Internet access, such
software also removes the perceived
need to keep pedosexuals offiine.' The
existence, then, of this alternative to
completely banishing cedosexuals from
the internet - whatever their current
selling - shows beyord question that
such total 'banishmet dec-'ves them of
their First Amendment ricrit c
cation through
through the cny p.racica a means
of communicatic'- :- ta modern wand for
all purposes.

Tablets of Stone:
JPay & GTL Tablets
May Be Free, But Using Them Is a CostProhibitive Ripoff.
Editors Note: Now lets shift topics a little
to talk about the various ways in which so
-called free tablets' to prisoners and to
SOCC confinees are not a substitute for
internet access. In case you missed
earlier TLP coverage of the advent of
these tablets, they do not include any
means of access to the Internet.
Even when you retrieve emails sent to
you and send emails out (where this is
even allowed at all via such tablets), the
emails are actually sent out across the
Internet and received from the Internet by
an application acting as a 'middleman' just so you won't gain Internet access.
Nothing on the Internet, from web pages
to social media sites, to databases, to
vendor sites, or to any of the myriad
information sources (e.g., Wikipedia) on
the internet will ever be at your disposal
though one of these tablets.
Now let's see whaLyou have to pay and
give up otherwise just to use these tablets as a non-substitute for the internee
led.), "Free' J-Pay Tablet,' 8(3) The
Broadcast, Spring 2020, p. 2
Text excerpt
"Free JPay tablets are anything but free.
..One of the warnings set out in [the
article excerpted below] concerned the
high fees accompanying apps for those
devices. JPay stands out as the major
provider of e-tablets, a variant of Apple's
iPad, bestowing those devices free to
entire prison populations in New York and
other states.
Global Tel-Link (GTL)
started doing the same in West Virginia in
November 2019.
However, there is no such thing as a
free lunch, as the old saying goes, and it
appears based on subsequent developments that there is no such thing as a
free e-tablet either. J-Pay charges prison-

ers for books, educational materials,
on
email, games, music, video visits, and
other items. About the only free use a NOTHINGthe
prisoner has for an e-tablet is using it as Internet, from web pages to social
a flat surface to support the paper they media sites, to databases, to vendor
sites, or to any of the myriad inforuse to write letters on....
mation sources (e.g., Wikipedia) on
JPay charges New York prisoners $2.50
the internet will ever be at your
to download a single song. An entire
disposal though one of these tablets.
album costs as much as $46. Public
domain books like Jane Austen's Sense
and Sensibility that are free to the general photo.
public cost prisoners 99 cents. Games These are quite high charges for a 'free'
that are free to the public are not free to tablet, whether one is imprisoned in New
prisoners. Bubble Blitz costs 36.99, 2048 York or West Virginia. Both states re',lants is $43.99. and Chicken Town is ceive commissions from JPay and GTL
56.99.
from what they charge prisoners for apps
and books. [The Broadcast article above
adds: State prisons in nine states now
have deals with private companies to
introduce pay-per-minute reading and
video conferencing services.']
This technology also paved the way for
many state prisons to shut down in-house
general reading libraries and limit, if not
completely stop, prisoners from receiving
books and reading materials sent by free
CDs: S46. Buy Now!
book projects and retail booksellers.
Ohio had enacted such a ban but retreatThanks to activist involvement by The ed from it as a result of intense public
Online, JPay decided to remove fees for backlash....'
public-domain books but steadfastly
refuses to refund charges it collected for
previous prisoners' downloads.'
Ed Lyon, 'Free' E-Tablets Are Anything
But," 31(3) Prison Legal News 44 (March
2020)
Text excerpt:
Global Tel-Link is J-Pay's closest
competitor for the literal captive prisoner
market....GTL's scheme is to lift books
from the public domain, then charge West
Virginia prisoners 5 cents per reading
minute. After public condemnation over
this egregious practice, GTL magnanimously cut its charge to 3 cents per
minute. This charge also covers video
games and any music a prisoner listens
to. Video visits cost 25 cents per minute
and 25 cents for a one-page email with
an extra 50 cents for an accompanying

Your next tablet?

Covid-19 - Another
Reason for SOCC
Confinees to Have
Internet Access &
to Be Released to
Provisional
Discharge

ment facilities,11 that pose the same
coronavirus dangers to staff and detainees as jails and prisons. States should
speed up 'step-down' procedures and
move people into supervised community
settings."
Notes:
10 While the United States Supreme
Court struck down a North Carolina
law criminalizing the use of social
media sites by people required to
register in Packingham v. North Carolina, 582 U.S.
, 137 S. Ct. 1730
(2017), there are many other types of
restrictions that limit the ability of
people both on and off criminal supervision from accessing the internet. Cf.
People v. Morger, (III. 2019) (holding
that condition of supervision prohibiting accessing social media was unconstitutional); People v. Minnis, 67
N.E.3d 272 (III. 2016) (upholding
conviction for failure to register internet identifiers), J.l. v. New Jersey
State Parole Board, 155 A.3d 1008
(N.J. 2017) (Total computer & Internet
ban imposed on a registrant reversed
and remanded to determine whether
the total computer ban served any
public safety, rehabilitative, or other
penological goal).
11 Wendy Sawyer & Pete Wagner,'Mass
Incarceration: The Whole Pie 2020,"
Prison Policy Initiative, March 24,
2020).
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Sex Offense Litigation and Policy Resource Center 'Strategies for Reducinq
COVID-19 Exposure by Revising the
VAIF
1W,1
Implementation of Registration Policies
Housing Banishment Laws, and Other
Restrictions Impacting People with ConA Closing Thought
victions,' March 28, 2020
Text Excerpt:
'Suspend Internet access restrictions. 'The Level of Communication"
by Chris Krycti
Some people who are on probation or parole are forbidden from accessing wide
swaths of the Internet, and some states 'This is the story of four MSOP employ
have laws limiting Internet access for eec named Everybody, Somebody, Anypeople listed on a conviction registryl°. body, and Nobody.
During this crisis, access to the Internet There was an important job to be done
has become even more Critical: nearly and Everybody was asked to do it.
everyone must rely on Internet access for Anybody could have done it, but Nobody
work, news, homeschooling, services, did it. Somebody got angry about that,
and family connections, individual safety, because it was Everybody's job
as well as public health compliance, Everybody thought Anybody could do. it,
requires timely online access to crucial but Nobody realized that Everybody
information about social and health ser- wouldn't do it.
vices, as well as access to medical eT- Consequently, it wound up that Nobody
told Anybody, so Everybody blamed
vices that are moving online.
'Step down' people in civil commitment. Somebody."
More than 6,000 people are locked postsentence in prison-like state civil commit-
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